
PIN  GENIE  SMART  LOCK  FUNCTIONS  &  FEATURES

Bluetooth Connectivity

Smart Security Reinvented  
Convenience Redefined 

Smart Security Solutions 

Lock/Unlock door through smartphone with 256-bit encrypted Bluetooth connection using the PIN 

Genie Smart Lock App. See PIN Genie Smart Lock App section for details of other smart security 

solutions related to this feature.

Peek-proof Digital Keypad
First in the world, real-time changing keypad. All numbers reshuffle after each use. Eliminates trace 

of fingerprints and establishing patterns that reveal door code. 

FPC Fingerprint Sensor
Exceptional fingerprint identification which only accepts actual fingerprint input and prevents 

input of imitation fingerprint made of rubber, paper, film, silicon, etc., 

RFID Smartcard

Register and activate the smartcards included in the package/box. Manage or delete access of each 

registered cards. 

Auto Lock/ Auto Relock

Enhanced Security Features

When door is closed, there is no need to lock the door manually; will be locked automatically. Time 

range can be from 5s-300s. When door is not opened after a valid door code, smartcard, fingerprint, 

Bluetooth connection is applied, it will relocked on its own after 10seconds. 

At Home Safe Mode

When this double lock system is activated, the door cannot be opened from outside even with 

registered fingerprint, smartcard or Bluetooth. The digital keypad will be deactivated. 

Built-in Intruder Alarm
When trespasser attempts to open the front door by force from the outside or by removing the 

deadbolt, sensor will be activated with a strong warning alarm. 

Child-proof Reassurance Button

When this button is in use, parents are assured children or pets cannot unlock door from the inside. 

This also provides complete security from external hacking that may occur with the use of wire or 

string pull the inside knob/handle. 

Limited Wrong Code Entry

After three attempts to enter wrong door codes, the lock automatically deactivates. It would require 

a master door code to reactivate the keypad. 

Panic Release Handle

Facilitates quick escape when in danger or during an emergency by pressing the inside handle down. 

High Reliability

Designed and assembled with heavy-duty zinc alloy, stainless steel and high-impact materials for 

enhanced security, connectivity, ergonomics and aesthetics. 
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Fire Resistant

The lock is protected with a special fire resistant coating and is compliant to BS EN1634-1 standard.



PIN  GENIE  SMART  LOCK  FUNCTIONS  &  FEATURES

PIN Genie Button 

Smart Security Reinvented 
Convenience Redefined 

Convenient Features

Allows to immediately lock door with a quick press. Serves as switch mode button during set up 
and programming to functions such as keypad modes, door code verification and deletion, volume 
control, etc., 

Easy Installation

Install in minutes with a screw driver. 

Ergonomic Design
The keypad /touchscreen is angled at 11 degrees which makes it comfort for both eyes and hands to access.

Battery Level Indicator
Easy to check battery status by level indicator and battery replacement blinking and beeping sound. 

Operates with 4xAA Batteries

Long lasting energy saving 4 x AA batteries that are conveniently available anywhere.  
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Remote Code Management

PIN Genie Smart Lock App

Share eKeys to your guests over emails and text to enable them to enter your home using a 

smartphone to unlock your door.

Monitor Access History
Monitor the unlock history of your door on your phone. Receive push notifications on your 

smartphone when temporary guests codes are used to enter your home.  

Master Code
Allows to create multiple user access code which can be controlled by one master code. Useful in office, 

Airbnb hosting, and rental properties.  

Volume Control
Volume can be controlled in 3  levels- Low, Medium, High.  

Mute Function
The door can be temporarily opened and quietly without any sound operation to avoid disturbing neighbors. 

Wireless Access
The APP operates without internet or mobile data. Download PIN Genie Smart Lock App on iOS or 

Android App Stores to connect. 

Offline Security eKey 

Grant access to your door via offline temporary eKeys. Create temporary eKeys and remotely share 
eKeys via email or text when guests need to access door. eKeys expire on pre-set time duration. 
No need for Wifi access for host and guest thus eliminates the risk and potential online hacking.

The App is maintained and managed by dedicated team of IT experts over secured dedicated servers 
which makes it less vulnerable to hacking. This also allows PIN Genie to customize the App as 
required by hotels, property developers, resorts, etc., 

Dedicated Servers

Free-Direction Lock
Product can be easily adjusted to left or right handed door. 

9Volt Battery Socket
Located on the front door panel of the lock which serves as back up power in cases the indoor battery gets 

fully drained.

Ideal Solution for Rental Properties

Suitable for Airbnb hosting, VRBO, studios and properties. No more key duplications. Simply send and 

designated a 6-8 door code or eKey to your guests to access the door.


